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    IML - UNICEF - Charity World  Challenge 
Over the past months numerous manifestations unfortunately fell victim 
to the worldwide pandemic. In the hope of bringing our fellow walkers 
closer together again - at least in spirit - the IML has worked on a special 
kind of event. We are happy to present: 
 

The IML - UNICEF-Charity World Challenge 

 1.09.2021 – 30.11.2021 

During these three months we challenge you to collect as many kilometers 
as you can.  
Here is how it works: 
Sign up for either 1, 2 or 3 months of walking and collecting kilometers at 
home. For your walks to count towards your final total of kms, they must 
fulfill the following 3 conditions: 
The walks must 
- take place within the chosen timeframe 
- cover a distance of 10 km or more 
- be tracked with a GPS or an appropriate application for your phone. 

 
Options 
-      if you do not have the option of GPS tracking of your walked   
       route(s), “ it is sufficient if you let us know the date, the area and the  
       KM walked by email: info@imlwalking.org 
- if you walk in a group it is also possible to send us a collective 

information about the members and the km they have walked. 



 

 

After the chosen timeframe (1 month / 2 months / 3 months), you will 
send a PDF with screenshots of your tracked walking route to 
info@imlwalking.org . Please email us all your routes together, only after 
you have walked the last part of your challenge. 
 

Your efforts will be rewarded with a digital certificate displaying the 
chosen timeframe as well as the total number of collected kilometers. 
Additionally, you will receive the special IML-UNICEF- Charity World 
Challenge Pin via postal mail. This pin can be attached to your solidarity 
medal or to your IML-medal. 
 

A list of all participants in the IML - UNICEF- Charity World Challenge will 
be published on our IML website. Should you not yet own the IML-
solidarity medal and Corona-bar, you can order them in your registration 
email. Please register via https://ismlux.pcscloud.net/iml_solidarity 
 

Registration fee: 
1 month of walking: 15,00 € 
2 months of walking: 25,00 € 
3 months of walking: 30,00 € 
Shipping:                 6,00 € 
 

The entire profit from the IML-UNICEF- Charity World Challenge will be 
donated to UNICEF. 
In many countries, children suffer grave consequences from the 
pandemic. Together with UNICEF we want to extend our hands to the 
most helpless in the face of this global crisis and give them a future. IML 
will gladly accept additional donations and integrally forward them to 
UNICEF. 
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Further details about the event will be published on our website.  
The outcome of the donation will also be announced on our Facebook 
page https://www.facebook.com/imlwalkingassociation/ 
 

IML is looking forward to your registration as well as to many collectively 
collected kilometers and donations for a better future for the children of 
our world.  
 

Post your photos during and after your walk on Instagram using 
the Hashtags:#imlwalkingassociation #New #event and share your 
photos with other IML friends.  
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